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We found Sealed With Love Designs while searching the Envelopments website for local
retailers. We compared Sealed With Love against another local retailer and an online retailer.
Sealed With Love's prices were competitive with both of these, but we chose to work with
Kristen at Sealed With Love because even though she is an online retailer, I liked that I could
meet with her in person if necessary. Compared to the local retailer, Kristen was much more
organized and we were more comfortable with her in general - I was never nervous that
something would go wrong. The invitation is an important piece to a wedding and we were
dealing with a lot of other vendors at the same time so it was great knowing we didn't have to
worry about tracking Kristen down or following up on anything!
Sealed With Love's design process from start to finish was great. When we originally submitted
the request for a quote, Kristen got back to me right away. We had a couple face-to-face
meetings, and we were able to schedule them fairly quickly, which we appreciated. We had a
very good idea of what we wanted during our initial meeting, but we liked that Kristen did some
initial information gathering (colors, location, etc) to get a feel for our event. She provided us
with the different options and price breakdowns very quickly, and I liked the way it was
presented - we were very cost-conscious, so it was helpful for me to know the itemized cost of
each piece. We were able to see what items we could adjust to meet our budget. We had a very
good idea of what we wanted before our meeting, but I was happy with the number of options she
presented for our invitation design.
I would describe Sealed With Love's service as very personal and completely professional. As I
said before, one of the primary reasons we chose to work with Kristen at Sealed With Love was
because we knew we wouldn't have to worry about anything going wrong. From our first
meeting, I could tell that Kristen was very organized and would treat our invitations as
importantly as anyone else's. I was happy enough with the service at Sealed With Love that I
recommended Kristen for my shower invitations before even seeing the final product of my
wedding invitations!
We were so pleased with everything - we will definitely look to Sealed with Love Designs for
future invitations!
- Erin & Michael
Buffalo, NY

